As close to REAL as it gets.

MOSSBACK: a full-line manufacturer of artificial habitat for fishing and fisheries management.
Mossback Fish Habitat provides a spectrum of products to help you achieve any habitat goal. Whether placing product to provide ambush points for your trophy sport fish, or creating maximum protection for your fry and prey, Mossback is there. Features such as the use of natural colors, textured surfaces throughout, flexible limbs, ease of assembly, and versatility of deployment make Mossback Fish Habitat products a realistic, long-lasting, and logical choice. From concept to creation, helping improve your fishery is at the heart of everything we do!

**Products**

**Dock Spot**
Suspend one or more Dock Spot attractors under your dock to create a permanent place for sport fish to hide and ambush prey.
- one 29” tall “rough-surfaced” PVC trunk
- twelve textured composite limbs
- one 6’ coated stainless steel cable/hardware pack
- choice of half (29”) or full (58”) limbs

**Root Wad**
The Root Wad is ideal for shallow water or shoreline placement where natural vegetation or habitat is void. Create your own mill run of shallow water hot spots!
- one 16” tall “rough-surfaced” PVC trunk
- eight textured composite limbs
- choice of half (29”) or full (58”) limbs

**Safe Haven Mini**
The condensed limb pattern of the Safe Haven Mini creates a safe haven for fry and bait fish while providing shallow-water shade.
- one 29” tall “rough-surfaced” PVC trunk
- sixteen textured composite limbs
- choice of half (29”) or full (58”) limbs

**Safe Haven**
Double the size of the Safe Haven Mini, the Safe Haven is designed for slightly deeper applications to create a sanctuary for fry and bait fish while providing shade and ambush points for sport fish.
- one 58” tall “rough-surfaced” PVC trunk
- thirty-two textured composite limbs
- choice of half (29”) or full (58”) limbs

**MB1 Trophy Tree**
Suspend one or more Dock Spot attractors under your dock to create a permanent place for sport fish to hide and ambush prey.
- one 58” tall “rough-surfaced” PVC trunk
- twelve 58” textured composite limbs
- one 6’ coated stainless steel cable/hardware pack

**MB2 Trophy Tree**
Duplicate a 10’ long lay-down log in your favorite fishing spot by placing horizontally on the bottom or stand up-right to mimic standing timber.
- two 58” tall “rough-surfaced” PVC trunks
- twenty-four 58” textured composite limbs
- one coupler

**Stake Bed Mini**
The Stake Bed Mini is designed for shallow-water anglers. Ideal for providing vertical structure for sport fish to relate to when cruising and finding. Great for holding bait fish! Cluster three or more Stake Bed Minis together for optimal results.
- one 23.5” x 31.5” pre-assembled Stake Bed base
- twelve 32” limbs
- retail availability in a 3-pack only and must ship to a business address on a pallet

**Stake Bed**
The Stake Bed provides vertical structure designed to hold both bait and sport fish in deeper water applications. Cluster multiple Stake Beds together for optimal results.
- one 47.5” x 47.5” pre-assembled Stake Bed base
- twenty-one 29” limbs
- twenty-one 58” limbs
- retail availability in a 3-pack only and must ship to a business address on a pallet
**Dock Spot Kit**
Hang the Mossback Safe Haven Mini with 29” limbs between two Mossback Dock Spots to hold bait fish while providing multiple ambush points for sport fish.
- one Mossback Safe Haven Mini
- two Mossback Dock Spots
- three cable kits for suspending

**Dock Pro Kit**
Double the size of the Dock Spot Kit, this kit increases both bait fish safe haven and sport fish ambush points.
- two Mossback MB1 Trophy Trees (58” limbs)
- one Mossback Safe Haven (58” limbs)
- three cable kits for suspending

**5-Post Safe Haven Mini Kit**
Increase the surface area of sanctuary for your fry and bait fish safe haven while providing additional shade to attract more sport fish.
- three Safe Haven Minis
- one 5-Post Round Base
- one Round Shade Top

**MB1 Trophy Tree Kit**
Spanning four vertical feet and horizontal feet, the MB1 Trophy Tree Kit provides an abundance of interstitial space to attract sport fish of any species looking for a place to ambush prey.
- three MB1 Trophy Trees
- one 5-Post Round Base
- one Round Shade Top

**MB2 Trophy Tree Kit**
Ideal for deep-water applications, the MB2 Trophy Tree Kit covers a massive amount of space, measuring 10’ in height.
- three MB2 Trophy Trees
- two 5-Post Round Bases
- one Round Shade Top

**5-Post Safe Haven Mini Kit**
Increase the probability of survival and recruitment by providing additional sanctuary and shade for your bait fish and fry.
- three Safe Haven Minis
- one 9-Post Square Base
- one Square Shade Top

**Safe Haven Kit**
Condensed limb design provides maximum shelter for fry and bait fish while creating an abundance of shade and hiding places for sport fish.
- three Safe Havens
- one 5-Post Base
- one Round Shade Top

**Fry Cage**
The Fry Cage is an alternative to the Safe Haven Mini Kits, designed to provide a refuge for your fry and bait fish from predatory sport fish.
- one Fry Cage
- one 9-Post Square Base
- one Square Shade Top
- one Safe Haven (29” limbs)

**Mega Reef Kit**
The Mega Reef Kit stands at ten feet tall and provides unmatched surface area for fish to seek refuge, shade, or their next meal.
- eight MB1 Trophy Trees
- two Safe Havens (29” limbs)
- four 9-Post Square Bases

**Stake Bed Mini Kit**
The Stake Bed Mini is designed for shallow-water anglers. Ideal for providing vertical structure for sport fish to relate to, fish to cranking, and feeding. Great for holding bait fish!
- three Stake Bed Minis

**Stake Bed Kit**
The Stake Bed provides vertical structure designed to hold both bait and sport fish in deeper water applications. Cluster multiple Stake Beds together for optimal results.
- three Stake Beds

**Reef Kit**
The Reef Kit balances shade and interstitial space for sport fish to hunt or escape the light. The half-limb Safe Haven as the center piece is designed to hold bait fish close to the ambush points.
- four MB1 Trophy Trees
- one Safe Haven (29” limbs)
- one 9-Post Base
- one Square Shade Top

**Mega Reef Kit**
The Mega Reef Kit stands at ten feet tall and provides unmatched surface area for fish to seek refuge, shade, or their next meal.
- eight MB1 Trophy Trees
- two Safe Havens (29” limbs)
- four 9-Post Square Bases

**Stake Bed Mini Kit**
The Stake Bed Mini is designed for shallow-water anglers. Ideal for providing vertical structure for sport fish to relate to, fish to cranking, and feeding. Great for holding bait fish!
- three Stake Bed Minis

**Stake Bed Kit**
The Stake Bed provides vertical structure designed to hold both bait and sport fish in deeper water applications. Cluster multiple Stake Beds together for optimal results.
- three Stake Beds
ACCESSORIES

Concrete Block Adapter
Use to quickly anchor and deploy the Safe Haven Mini, the MB Trophy Tree or the Safe Haven.

Base Legs
Create an additional layer of shade by adding 12" legs to the bottom of any square Mossback kit.

Coupler
Extend any Mossback product to your desired length by using a Mossback Coupler.

Cable
Use cable to suspend Mossback products from a dock or to secure to an anchor of your choosing for bottom placement. 6' coated stainless steel.

Round Shade Top
Used to create additional layers of shade while providing bait fish spawning surfaces. May be used with individual products in conjunction with the 5-Post Round Base to customize your habitat.

Square Shade Top
Used to create additional layers of shade while providing bait fish spawning surfaces. May be used with individual products in conjunction with the 9-Post Square Base to customize your habitat.

5-Post Round Base
Customize your habitat by vertically mounting any combination of individual Mossback products to the base. Ideal for minnow reproduction.

9-Post Square Base
Customize your habitat by vertically mounting any combination of individual Mossback products to the base.